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Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, numerous reports have emerged that women account for a majority of confirmed COVID-19 cases and men represent a majority of confirmed deaths, leading to a higher calculated case fatality rate (CFR, deaths among confirmed cases) among men than among women (Alkhouli, Nanjundappa, Annie, Bates, & Bhatt, 2020; Dudley & Lee, 2020; Green, Nitzan, Schwartz, Niv, & Peer, 2021; Ramirez-Soto, Arroyo-Hernández, & Ortega-Cáceres, 2021; Undurraga, Chowell, & Mizumoto, 2021). There has been much speculation around the cause of this seemingly widespread pattern, with biological sex differences in genetics and hormones foregrounded as potential explanations (Al-Bari, Hossain, & Zahan, 2021; Alwani et al., 2021; Scully, Haverfield, Ursin, Tannenbaum, & Klein, 2020; Sharma, Volgman, & Michos, 2020). Yet there is an important limitation to comparing CFRs by sex: if men and women are not tested at similar rates, the resulting systematic skew in CFR denominators (confirmed cases) by sex limits the validity of any comparisons. The case study of COVID-19 offers an important teachable and generalizable example for women’s health scholars of the caution that is needed in interpreting sex disparities in CFRs.

Available U.S. data indicate that women are tested for COVID-19 at higher rates than are men (Illinois Department of Public Health, 2021; Indiana State Department of Health, 2021; Minnesota Department of Health, 2021). There is evidence that this is not the result of a higher infection rate among women, because the percent positivity is higher among men in the two states where test results are available by sex: Minnesota (7.26% among men, 5.09% among women) and Missouri (9.89% among men, 7.54% among women) (Minnesota Department of Health, 2021; Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services, 2021). Rather, this pattern is likely due to several sex- and gender-linked factors that lead to wider surveillance-type testing of women in the United States. These factors include prioritization of pregnant people for testing (American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, 2020), high rates of testing among health care workers, who are disproportionately women (Cheeseman Day & Christnacht, 2019), and gendered health behaviors such as higher health care use among women (Vaidya, Partha, & Karmakar, 2012). Given the wider surveillance-type testing of women in the United States, it is likely that a greater number of cases, especially mild and asymptomatic cases, are detected in women than in men. Consequently, the CFR will seem to be artificially lower in women than in men, making sex comparisons of CFR an inappropriate measure of sex disparities in COVID-19 outcomes.

Publicly available data from U.S. state COVID-19 dashboards confirm that gender differences in COVID-19 testing predict sex disparities in calculated CFRs. Weekly sex-disaggregated data on cumulative COVID-19 testing ratios (number of tests conducted among men/boys compared with women/girls) and CFR ratios (women/girls as the reference) are shown in Figure 1 for the three states for which these data are publicly downloadable: Illinois, Indiana, and Minnesota (Illinois Department of Public Health, 2021; Indiana State Department of Health, 2021; Minnesota Department of Health, 2021). In Illinois, both the testing and CFR ratios have remained relatively stable over the course of the pandemic. In Indiana, as the testing ratio grew closer to 1, representing more equal testing among men and women, the CFR ratio fell closer to 1, indicating more similar fatality rates by sex. In Minnesota, as the testing ratio fell below 1, representing a shrinking proportion of tests being conducted among men, the CFR ratio rose above 1, indicating more disparate fatality rates by sex.
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Although these three states label their data as disaggregated by “gender,” it is not clear whether this refers to gender identity or sex assigned at birth. This ambiguity is a problem across U.S. state COVID-19 dashboards, limiting our understanding of gender and sex disparities in COVID-19 outcomes and precluding analysis of the effect of the pandemic on transgender and nonbinary individuals (Jillson & Shattuck-Heidorn, 2021). Here, we refer to gender/sex disparities, given that the data are not currently available to disentangle gender, sex, and their interaction in shaping COVID-19 outcomes (Danielsen & Noll, 2020).

Nevertheless, the available data do demonstrate that gender/sex comparisons of CFRs are subject to systematic bias owing to differential testing rates. Nonrandom COVID-19 testing in the population means that there is considerable uncertainty around CFR estimates in men and women (Mullahy, Venkataramani, Millimet, & Manski, 2021). Specifically, widespread lower testing among men compared with women likely artificially inflates the CFR among men, as demonstrated by the predictive, inverse relationship between testing skew and CFR ratio. The more disparate testing becomes between men and women, the greater the observed sex disparity in CFR; when testing becomes more similar, observed CFRs become more similar.

These data raise questions about sex comparisons of COVID-19 CFRs and claims that men, simply because they are male, are more likely to die than women once infected. This is not to say that any sex difference claim is misleading, or that there are no sex differences in COVID-19 outcomes. Much data have shown higher mortality among men during the COVID-19 pandemic, although this varies over time and place (Akter, 2021; Global Health 50/50, 2021) and by racial group (Rushovich et al., 2021) and may not be unexpected given higher baseline mortality in men (Krieger, Chen, & Waterman, 2020). Many sex- and gender-linked factors likely contribute to observed disparities in mortality, including differential distribution of comorbidities (James et al., 2018), longer life expectancy among women (Kochanek, Xu, & Arias, 2020), occupational sex segregation (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2020), and gendered health behaviors (Haischer et al., 2020; Olcaysoy Okten, Gollwitzer, & Oettingen, 2020). However, it is evident that CFRs by themselves are an inappropriate metric to study gender/sex disparities in COVID-19. Analysis of data from outside the United States would be informative for assessing the relationship between testing skew and CFR ratio across contexts. For example, the inverse relationship likely holds true in India, but with higher testing rates among men; limited testing availability and lower health care access among women likely artificially inflates the CFR among women in India (Dehingia & Raj, 2021).

Women’s health scholars and anyone interested in understanding and eliminating gender/sex disparities in health outcomes need reliable measures of those disparities. Moreover, accurate measures of the impact of a pandemic are necessary to inform public health surveillance programs, containment measures, and future pandemic preparedness. At a minimum, the reporting of CFRs by sex should note the possibility of testing skew. Data reporting should also make clear whether data are disaggregated by gender identity or birth sex. Ideally, additional variables including race, ethnicity, socioeconomic status, occupation, and comorbidity should also be collected and reported. These interacting social and demographic factors are necessary to better understand the distribution and causes of disparities in COVID-19 testing and outcomes (Rushovich et al., 2021). COVID-19 CFRs are an illustrative example of the need to critically examine commonly used metrics of sex disparities in order to avoid incomplete or inaccurate conclusions and to mount an effective public health response.
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